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GLOSSARY
Blockchain

A conNnuous, growing list of blocks of data which are
cryptographical assured to be resistant to modiﬁcaNon,
and held within a distributed ledger.

Comma Separated Values (CSV)

A text ﬁle format to exchange mulNple items of data with
the same a\ributes. Rows in the ﬁle represent diﬀerent
data items, while columns, which are separated by
commas, represent a\ributes.

Content Management System (CMS)

A system used to create and maintain digital content. A
CMS abstracts the publicaNon of content from its
maintenance. For example, a CMS may be used to build
an interacNve website from source data, providing
management tools to control the content and (re-)publish
the website following content changes.

Distributed Ledger (DL)

Used to store data in a distributed system such that the
data is replicated and synchronised across a number of
nodes that share a consensus of the stored data.

Endpoint

A web service endpoint refers to a URI provided by a web
service for a speciﬁc request.

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

CommunicaNon protocol used to exchange data with a
web server.

IdenNty CredenNals

Security credenNals held by a person which are used to
idenNfy them. Within this document, these explicitly
represent cryptographic idenNﬁers, such as through a
private and public key pair.

Java Archive (JAR)

Contains the compiled Java byte code for one or more Java
classes. JAR ﬁles are typically used to encapsulate a
complete Java so_ware library or program.

Model-view-controller (MVC)

A so_ware design pa\ern which explicitly splits
responsibility for models (data and rules), views (output
interfaces) and controllers (responding to acNons,
interacNng with models and outpujng views).

Private and Public Keys

For use in a cryptographic system where a public key can
be widely disseminated and used, for example, to encrypt
informaNon which can only be decrypted using the
privately held private key.

RepresentaNonal state transfer (REST)

A method by which web services are provided which
enables the deﬁniNon of stateless operaNons on a server.
The operaNon required by each RESTful request is deﬁned
through the URI and HTTP header informaNon, which
includes the type of operaNon (for example, a GET request
to retrieve data, a POST request to store data, a PATCH
request to update data and a DELETE request to delete
data) together with any relevant state such that each
request is self-contained.
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Security CredenNals

Within this document, these represent the credenNals
given to a voter in order for them to cast their vote. For
example, security credenNals are used to gain access to
the voNng pages of the ERS voNng website.

Tracker Number

A unique number which is assigned to a voter and hence
to the voter’s cast vote. Tracker numbers are used with
cast votes to ensure that the voter remains anonymous
when viewing plaintext votes, since the associaNon
between tracker number and voter is never made public.

Uniform Resource IdenNﬁer (URI)

A reference to a networked resource. A URI consists of a
scheme, opNonal user credenNals, host, opNonal port,
opNonal path and opNonal query parameters. For
example, “h\p://192.168.0.3:3000/query” has scheme
“h\p”, a host represented by an IP address “192.168.0.3”,
port “3000” and path “query”, with no user credenNals or
query parameters speciﬁed.

Veriﬁable VoNng

A scheme whereby voters can cast their vote and certain
properNes of the elecNon can be veriﬁed by voters or
other observers. For example, eligibility veriﬁability makes
it possible to verify that the vote tally is formed from votes
cast by only those people who are eligible to vote;
individual veriﬁability makes it possible for a voter to
check that their vote was cast and counted correctly; and
universal veriﬁability makes it possible to check that the
tally has been computed correctly from the cast votes.

VeriﬁcaNon Parameters

Within this document this term is used to encapsulate all
of the parameters needed for the elecNon to be veriﬁable.
This is further idenNﬁed as overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon
parameters which are speciﬁc to the elecNon, but not
speciﬁc for an individual voter, versus voter veriﬁcaNon
parameters which are speciﬁc for a voter.

Vote

Within this document, a vote represents a vote cast by a
voter. Votes may be held as plaintext or encrypted.

Web BulleNn Board (WBB)

In electronic voNng systems, a WBB is an append-only
data storage mechanism which allows data to be
published to it that cannot subsequently be modiﬁed.
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INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to describe the requirements and high-level design elements for the
Verify My Vote (VMV) demonstrator which is being implemented in conjuncNon with the Electoral
Reform Services (ERS) to demonstrate veriﬁable voNng in an elecNon.

SCOPE
The purpose of the demonstrator is to be able to provide a working implementaNon of key aspects
of veriﬁable voNng using distributed ledger (DL) technologies. The demonstrator is being
implemented by partners in the “Trusted and Transparent VoNng Systems” EPSRC funded project
(EP/P031811/1) [1], including the University of Surrey, King’s College London, the Electoral Reform
Services, Monax Industries and Crowdcube Limited.
As a demonstrator, only key aspects of the required technologies will be implemented and trialled in
a real elecNon alongside exisNng voNng processes. The focus is on understanding how such veriﬁable
voNng can be integrated within exisNng processes and technologies, and as such, certain aspects of
the required cryptography will not be included in the demonstrator, which, for example, rely upon
external voter idenNty credenNals.
This document brings together the requirements and high-level design for the demonstrator in order
to establish agreement on what is to be implemented. This document supersedes the previous
“Verify My Vote (VMV): Requirements SpeciﬁcaNon” document [2] by formalising the requirements
and providing a high-level design for each required component of the demonstrator. As such, this
document concentrates on providing suﬃcient detail for the demonstrator to be developed using an
agile approach which takes into account that the demonstrator will evolve as various aspects of the
research elements and their associated components are realised during implementaNon.

OVERVIEW
This document loosely adheres to the ISO/IEC/IEEE “InternaNonal Standard – Systems and So_ware
Engineering – Life Cycle Processes – Requirements Engineering” [3] and IEEE “Standard for
InformaNon Technology — Systems Design — So_ware Design DescripNons” by specifying
requirements and how these are met through a series of design views governed by viewpoints [4].
The requirements are deﬁned within the following secNon, with the high-level design in the
subsequent secNon.
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REQUIREMENTS
OVERVIEW
The over-arching requirement is to be able to demonstrate how veriﬁable voNng may be
incorporated into an exisNng, non-veriﬁable voNng system. Since the demonstrator will integrate
with a real-world system, and be trialled on a real elecNon, the integraNon must be such that the
exisNng elecNon system processes must remain intact and unperturbed in the event that the
veriﬁable aspects of the system become non-operaNonal, allowing the elecNon to be completed
successfully. This necessitates a low-risk integraNon which does not modify the key processes of the
exisNng system, while enabling veriﬁability to be demonstrated.
The exisNng system operated by ERS uses a content management system (CMS) to deﬁne the details
of an elecNon, and then publish this as an interacNve website in order for voters to be able to log
into the website and cast their votes. Voters are provided security credenNals in order to be able to
login to the website. When they cast their vote, the vote is stored in plaintext within a secure
database. The website allows voNng to take place even if the user’s browser has JavaScript [5]
disabled. ElecNons can also have postal and telephone votes, and under parNcular circumstances,
votes can also be cancelled by voters by telephone. All of the resulNng vote or vote cancellaNon data
is maintained within the secure database.
Before the Elec-on
ERS Create:
• Electoral Roll
• Security CredenNals

ERS Send to Voters:
• Security CredenNals

VMV Create:
• VeriﬁcaNon Parameters:
Overall and Voter
• Publishes to DL

During the Elec-on
Voter:
• Votes
• Cancels Vote

Voter:
• Registers for Verify

ERS Sends to Voter:
• VeriﬁcaNon Parameters

ALer the Elec-on
ERS:
• Performs Tally
• Declares ElecNon

VMV:
• Encrypts Votes
• Publishes to DL

VMV:
• Anonymises Votes
• Decrypts Votes
• Publishes to DL

ERS Sends to Voter:
• VeriﬁcaNon Parameters

Voter:
• Veriﬁes Vote

FIGURE 1: EXISTING (GREEN) VS. NEW (RED) PROCESSES
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To include veriﬁability within this process, there are a number of stages that have been agreed where
addiNonal tasks will take place to generate and use veriﬁcaNon parameters, and to publish the
relevant vote informaNon to enable a voter to verify their vote. Figure 1 shows an overview of the
elecNon process highlighNng the relevant exisNng (green) and new parts (red) of the process, which
are described below. Note that in these requirements we do not specify how the veriﬁcaNon is
achieved, but rather refer to the veriﬁcaNon parameters and tasks necessary to achieve veriﬁcaNon
without reference to the cryptographic protocol or operaNons. These will be provided later in the
design. Nonetheless, we assume that whichever scheme is used for veriﬁability that it ﬁts within
these idenNﬁed tasks, such as publishing anonymised plaintext votes at the end of the elecNon for
voter veriﬁcaNon.

BEFORE THE ELECTION
ExisNng:
•

ERS deﬁne the elecNon content, parameters and electoral roll for a client. The electoral roll is
then used to generate the security credenNals for each voter, and these are sent to the voter. All
voter data is stored within the secure database. Certain parts of the overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon
parameters are also published to the DL.

New:
•

•

To enable veriﬁability, veriﬁcaNon parameters for the overall elecNon and for each voter need to
be created, including the relevant security keys. In an ideal system, each voter would already
have their own idenNty credenNals consisNng of a private key and a published public key.
However, since this infrastructure does not yet exist, this step will also generate a private and
public key pair for each voter. The private keys will be held externally from ERS.
The veriﬁcaNon parameters include all necessary values for the cryptographic protocol being
implemented. These are created for the overall elecNon and per voter, with the private and public
aspects of the overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters stored in the secure database, but only
the public aspects of the voter’s idenNty parameters stored in the database to maintain an
integrity guarantee. The public elements of the overall elecNon and voter veriﬁcaNon parameters
are also published to the DL.

To minimise change to the exisNng ERS set-up process, the veriﬁcaNon parameters will be generated
in two stages. The ﬁrst stage will be run externally to ERS to generate voter idenNty parameters,
allowing the private keys to be stored separately. The second stage will run within the secure ERS
network to allocate idenNty parameters to voters. These programs will take as input key informaNon
about each voter, and output data for the elecNon and for each voter that can be stored externally
or within the secure database. The secure database will be modiﬁed to permit storage of the public
data.

DURING THE ELECTION
ExisNng:
•
•
•

The voter can cast their vote using their security credenNals. Depending upon the client, votes
may be cast via the website, post or telephone.
If the voter has made a mistake, for example by inadvertently sharing their security parameters,
they can contact ERS to have their current vote cancelled so that they can re-vote.
All vote data is maintained in the secure database, with votes in plaintext.

New:
•

When voNng via the website, the voter will be presented with an opNon to register their interest
in verifying their vote once the elecNon has completed. Note that in a fully implemented
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•

veriﬁable elecNon, all voters would automaNcally have the ability to verify, so an opNon to
register for veriﬁcaNon would not be required.
If the voter registers for veriﬁcaNon, this will be recorded with their vote informaNon and an
email sent to them by ERS which will include the necessary veriﬁcaNon parameters.

To support registraNon for veriﬁability, the ERS system will be modiﬁed to display the registraNon
opNon, recording registraNon in the secure database and sending the corresponding voter email. A
voter will also be able to login into the ERS system a_er they have voted in order to register for
veriﬁability at a later stage, but prior to the compleNon of the elecNon.
In a fully implemented veriﬁable elecNon, voters would use their own private security credenNals to
sign their encrypted vote which is generated on their own local computer, such that only signed and
encrypted votes are transmi\ed and stored, with the corresponding data published to the DL for
transparency. A similar secure process would also be implemented for vote cancellaNon, while postal
and telephone votes would not be accepted. However, implemenNng this in the demonstrator would
signiﬁcantly impact on the exisNng elecNon system. The demonstrator will therefore not include this
real-Nme vote encrypNon and will instead encrypt and sign the votes at the end of the elecNon. This
ensures that all postal and telephone votes, together with vote cancellaNons, are captured for
veriﬁcaNon, rather than capturing snapshots of informaNon which will need modiﬁcaNon during the
elecNon.

AFTER THE ELECTION
ExisNng:
•

ERS complete the elecNon, including performing the tally and declaring the elecNon.

New:
•
•
•
•

Each of the votes in the ERS secure database is encrypted, signed and published to the DL.
The set of votes is then anonymised and decrypted before being published in plaintext to the DL.
This ensures that the informaNon on the DL does not associate any plaintext vote with a voter.
ERS sends all voters who registered for veriﬁability their veriﬁcaNon parameters which are
needed to look-up their vote.
The voter accesses a website to verify their vote. This website is acNng as a user interface to the
DL, and hence can be used to view all other published informaNon from the elecNon.

A separate program to the ERS system will be used which will take as input the votes cast by each
voter and will output the votes in encrypted form. This program must run within the secure network
because it will be using each voter’s plaintext vote. However, the encrypted output will be in a form
that can be published to the DL and accessed publicly.
A separate program will also be used to anonymise and decrypt the votes such that the plaintext
votes cannot be associated with any voter. However, each vote is associated with a unique tracker
number that can be used to look-up votes, and the voter then uses their veriﬁcaNon parameters to
obtain their tracker number. The linkage between tracker number and voter is never released publicly.
The output will be a list of votes against their tracker numbers. Although the anonymisaNon part of
this process can be completed just with the encrypted votes and elecNon public key, the decrypNon
requires the elecNon private key informaNon held securely. This program will therefore run within
the secure network, with the resulNng anonymised plaintext votes published to the DL for public
access.
To support those voters who have registered interest in veriﬁability, the ERS system will be modiﬁed
to send the corresponding voters their veriﬁcaNon parameters by email.
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A web user interface for the DL will be used to allow voters to verify their vote using their veriﬁcaNon
parameters. This interface will also permit access to all other informaNon published to the DL, such
as the encrypted votes.

FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS
These changes therefore require modiﬁcaNon to the exisNng ERS system, together with the
producNon of four new funcNonal components:

MODIFICATION TO ERS
The changes required to the ERS system to support veriﬁability are:
•
•
•
•
•

To output data about each voter for the generaNon of veriﬁcaNon parameters.
To input the generated overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters and store these.
To input the generated veriﬁcaNon parameters for each voter, excluding their idenNty private
keys, and store these against each voter.
To present voters with the opNon to register for veriﬁability and store the result against each
voter, emailing voters who register with relevant veriﬁcaNon informaNon at the Nme they register
and at the end of the elecNon.
To output plaintext votes for each voter for encrypNon, anonymisaNon and decrypNon.

VERIFICATION PARAMETER INITIALISATION (PI)
A program which will run in two stages externally to ERS and internally within the secure network
which will:
•

•

Externally from ERS:
o Generate and output the private and public veriﬁcaNon parameters for the overall
elecNon.
o Take as input the number of voters on the electoral roll and generate and output the
private and public veriﬁcaNon parameters for each voter.
Internally within ERS:
o Take as input the private and public veriﬁcaNon parameters for the overall elecNon and
the public aspects of the veriﬁcaNon parameters for each voter, and import these into
the ERS secure database, associaNng voter veriﬁcaNon parameters with each voter.

VOTE ENCRYPTION (VE)
A program running within the secure network which will:
•
•

Take as input the overall elecNon and voter veriﬁcaNon parameters, and the plaintext votes for
each voter who has voted, including cancelled votes, and any no votes.
Encrypt, sign and output the encrypted votes.

VOTE ANONYMISATION AND DECRYPTION (VA)
A program running within the secure network which will:
•
•

Take as input the overall elecNon and voter veriﬁcaNon parameters, and the encrypted votes for
each voter.
Anonymise the votes and decrypt them, outpujng the anonymised, plaintext votes with their
tracker numbers.
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DISTRIBUTED LEDGER INTERFACE (DI)
A web interface with public and private funcNonality which acts as a user interface to the DL. The
private funcNonality will be accessed by authorised users only, and will:
•
•
•

Take as input the public elements of the overall elecNon and voter veriﬁcaNon parameters and
publish these to the DL.
Take as input the encrypted votes and publish these to the DL.
Take as input the plaintext votes with their tracker number and publish these to the DL.

The public funcNonality will allow any user to access the data published to the DL:
•
•

Allow a user to browse the encrypted vote informaNon.
Allow a user to browse and search the plaintext vote informaNon.

USER CHARACTERISTICS
It is expected that two types of user will use the demonstrator:
Administrators:

who will maintain and control the ERS and separate demonstrator elements, for
example by running the various component programs for iniNalisaNon, vote
encrypNon and decrypNon.

Voters:

who will use the ERS system to cast their votes and use the VMV interface to
verify their vote or view other elecNon data published to the DL.

LIMITATIONS
The purpose of the demonstrator is to show how key aspects of veriﬁable voNng can be incorporated
into an exisNng elecNon system. As such, the focus of the demonstrator is limited to those aspects
necessary to demonstrate this, rather than building a fully veriﬁable system. As such, integraNon of
the veriﬁable processing has been kept as separate programs which can be run alongside the exisNng
elecNon system, with a separate interface used to access the DL.
A full implementaNon of veriﬁable voNng would require a more Nghtly coupled integraNon of
processing, such as oﬀering real-Nme encrypNon of votes on a voter’s computer. However, such steps
also require addiNonal public infrastructure to support secure voter idenNﬁcaNon credenNals, and
hence the demonstrator is limited to showing those aspects of interest which include how
veriﬁcaNon can be integrated and how a DL can be used to make the elecNon processes more
transparent.
Another key aspect which requires addiNonal infrastructure is the availability of independent
organisaNons who perform tasks during the vote tally (referred to as tellers). For example, to
cryptographically anonymise votes, several independent tellers can be used to shuﬄe encrypted
votes such that no one teller can idenNfy the source of a vote with a voter since each teller performs
a random shuﬄe of the encrypted votes without knowing the original vote order (linked to voter). A
threshold set of tellers is then needed to decrypt the votes before tallying. However, in the
demonstrator, since the votes are held in plaintext by ERS, which will also hold the private security
parameters for the elecNon, the demonstrator will eﬀecNvely have only one teller to perform the
shuﬄe and decrypNon.

ASSUMPTIONS AND DEPENDENCIES
The demonstrator is underpinned by three key components:
1. An exisNng elecNon system which already enables elecNons to be run.
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2. A suitable cryptographic veriﬁcaNon scheme which can be run alongside the exisNng elecNon
system.
3. A suitable DL architecture that can be deployed and used by administrators and voters, via a user
interface.
These requirements assume that a suitable choice for each of these components is made. While 1)
has been selected as the ERS system and used to form these requirements, 2) and 3) are le_ to be
conﬁrmed during the design stage of the demonstrator, within the constraints provided by these
requirements. The choice for 2) depends upon the evaluaNon and implementaNon of ongoing
research which may be subject to rapid change during development in order to ensure that
implementaNon constraints can be saNsﬁed while maintaining security. The choice for 3) depends
upon the availability of suitable third-party products which can achieve the required consensus for
data storage, appropriate interface access and deployment constraints.

APPORTIONING OF REQUIREMENTS
Development of the demonstrator will be in so_ware development sprints. The requirements for
each will be selected prior to the start of each sprint. This will enable, for example, key framework
elements to be implemented while allowing for further evaluaNon and change of the selected
cryptographic veriﬁcaNon scheme and DL plauorm. At the end of each sprint, the applicaNon will be
reviewed and evaluated against the selected requirements.

DETAILED REQUIREMENTS
The following speciﬁes the funcNonal and non-funcNonal requirements for the changes to the ERS
system and the new components needed for the demonstrator. Note that the requirements for the
ERS system are limited to only those aspects which need to change, and do not include any exisNng
aspects of the ERS system.

EXTERNAL INTERFACES
[EI1]
[EI2]
[EI3]
[EI4]
[EI5]
[EI6]
[EI7]
[EI8]
[EI9]
[EI10]
[EI11]
[EI12]

The ERS system shall export voter informaNon to CSV ﬁle(s) which shall be imported by the
PI component.
The PI component shall export overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters to CSV(s) ﬁle which
shall be imported by the ERS system.
The PI component shall export voter veriﬁcaNon parameters to CSV(s) ﬁle which shall be
imported by the ERS system and DI component.
The ERS system shall export overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters and voter veriﬁcaNon
parameters to CSV ﬁle(s) which shall be imported by the VE and VA components.
The ERS system shall export cast votes to CSV ﬁle(s) which shall be imported by the VE
component.
The VE component shall export encrypted votes to CSV ﬁle(s) which shall be imported by
the VA and DI components.
The VA component shall export plaintext votes and other veriﬁability evidence to CSV ﬁle(s)
which shall be imported by the DI component.
The ERS system shall present the opNon for a voter to register for veriﬁcaNon via the voNng
web interface.
The ERS system shall send voters who have registered for veriﬁcaNon their veriﬁcaNon
parameters via email.
The PI, VE and VA components shall be able to run on a computer supplied within the ERS
secure network.
The DI component shall interface to the DL.
The DI component shall provide a voter user interface.
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FUNCTIONS
Modiﬁca(on to ERS
[ER1]
[ER2]
[ER3]
[ER4]
[ER5]
[ER6]
[ER7]
[ER8]
[ER9]
[ER10]
[ER11]
[ER12]
[ER13]

The ERS system shall be able to export voter informaNon for each voter before the elecNon
is started.
Voter informaNon imported to or exported from the ERS system shall include the unique
voter idenNﬁer for each voter.
The ERS system shall be able to store overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters.
The ERS system shall be able to export overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters.
The ERS system shall be able to store public voter veriﬁcaNon parameters for each voter.
The ERS system shall be able to export public voter veriﬁcaNon parameters for each voter.
During the elecNon, the ERS system website shall present voters with an opNon to register
for vote veriﬁcaNon.
When a voter registers for vote veriﬁcaNon, the ERS system shall record the registraNon and
send the voter an email containing the voter’s veriﬁcaNon parameters.
The voter’s veriﬁcaNon parameters sent to them during the elecNon shall not include any
veriﬁcaNon parameters which make it possible for the voter (or anyone else) to idenNfy the
tracker number associated with the voter’s cast vote.
At the end of the elecNon, the ERS system shall send all voters who registered for vote
veriﬁcaNon an email containing the voter’s veriﬁcaNon parameters.
The voter’s veriﬁcaNon parameters sent to them a_er the elecNon shall include all
veriﬁcaNon parameters necessary for them to verify their vote.
The ERS system shall be able to export votes cast by voters a_er the end of the elecNon.
Exported cast votes shall include for each voter the unique voter idenNﬁer, veriﬁcaNon
parameters, plaintext vote and whether the vote was cancelled or a no vote.

Veriﬁca(on Parameter Ini(alisa(on (PI)
[PI1]
[PI2]
[PI3]

The PI component shall be able to import informaNon for each voter exported from the ERS
system.
The PI component shall be able to generate and export overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon
parameters, including appropriate keys.
The PI component shall be able to generate and export voter veriﬁcaNon parameters for
each voter.

Vote Encryp(on (VE)
[VE1]
[VE2]
[VE3]
[VE4]

The VE component shall be able to import the overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters
exported by the ERS system.
The VE component shall be able to import voter veriﬁcaNon parameters exported by the
ERS system.
The VE component shall be able to import cast votes for each voter exported from the ERS
system.
The VE component shall encrypt, sign and export each vote.

Vote Anonymisa(on and Decryp(on (VA)
[VA1]
[VA2]
[VA3]
[VA4]

The VA component shall be able to import the overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters
exported by the ERS system.
The VA component shall be able to import voter veriﬁcaNon parameters exported by the
ERS system.
The VA component shall be able to import encrypted votes exported by the VE component.
The VA component shall anonymise and decrypt the encrypted votes and export each
plaintext vote with its tracker number, and other veriﬁcaNon informaNon.
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Distributed Ledger Interface (DI)
[DI1]
[DI2]
[DI3]
[DI4]
[DI5]
[DI6]
[DI7]
[DI8]
[DI9]
[DI10]

The DI component shall allow administrators to publish data to the DL.
The DI component shall be able to import the public elements of the overall elecNon and
voter veriﬁcaNon parameters exported by the PI component.
Imported public elements of the overall elecNon and voter veriﬁcaNon parameters shall be
published to the DL.
The DI component shall be able to import encrypted votes exported by the VE component.
Imported encrypted votes shall be published to the DL.
The DI component shall be able to import plaintext votes exported by the VA component.
Imported plaintext votes shall be published to the DL.
The DI component shall allow voters to browse through all data published to the DL.
Voters will be able to search for published plaintext votes using their veriﬁcaNon parameters.
Voters will be able to verify the integrity of the DL.

OPERATION
[OP1]
[OP2]
[OP3]
[OP4]
[OP5]

All components shall be installed directly or via a network connecNon to the associated
computer.
All veriﬁcaNon data stored by the ERS system or externally shall be held in persistent storage.
All data published to the DL shall be held in persistent storage.
All persistent storage shall be automaNcally backed-up to independent storage.
The DI component user interface shall be available via a public Internet address.

DESIGN CONSTRAINTS
[DC1]

The DI component user interface shall produce HTML and CSS [6] for display using the latest
versions of Google Chrome [7], Apple Safari [8] and Mozilla Firefox [9] on desktop and
mobile devices.

SOFTWARE SYSTEM ATTRIBUTES
[SS1]
[SS2]

Administrator access to the DI component shall be protected to allow authorised access only.
All communicaNon with the DI component shall use encrypNon with SSL cerNﬁcates with
the HTTPS protocol.
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HIGH-LEVEL DESIGN
OVERVIEW
The demonstrator consists of ﬁve funcNonal components: 1) modiﬁed ERS system, 2) VeriﬁcaNon
Parameter IniNalisaNon (PI) component, 3) Vote EncrypNon (VE) component, 4) Vote AnonymisaNon
and DecrypNon (VA) component, and 5) the Distributed Ledger Interface (DI) component. The ERS
system, PI, VE and VA all run within the ERS secure network, accessing data which is kept private, the
PI will also run externally, but privately, to ERS in order to generate voter veriﬁcaNon parameters,
while the DI is publicly accessible as an interface to the DL, albeit operaNng securely with
administrator-only funcNons.
Underlying the PI, VE and VA components is the suitable choice of a cryptographic scheme for
veriﬁable voNng, together with the choice of DL and its conﬁguraNon. The cryptographic scheme
chosen for the demonstrator is Selene [10], which provides the required levels of veriﬁability and
produces plaintext votes for veriﬁcaNon to provide a be\er user experience. The DL is implemented
using Quorum [11].

VERIFIABILITY USING SELENE
Selene consists of a number of cryptographic stages during the elecNon which enable veriﬁcaNon.
Alongside voters, a full implementaNon of Selene requires mulNple independent tellers (vote
counters) who are each responsible for shuﬄing encrypted data in a way which makes it diﬃcult to
idenNfy the source of the informaNon. For example, prior to the release of the pairs of tracker
numbers and plaintext votes, the encrypted pairs are mixed by successive tellers such that at the end,
no one teller can re-idenNfy the source of the vote, and hence it can be decrypted without
compromising the idenNty of the voter. Although in the demonstrator the use of mulNple tellers is
not strictly required because the elecNon system already stores plaintext votes against a voter’s
idenNty, in order to fully evaluate the demonstrator, mulNple tellers will be used. Just as for the DL
nodes, this will require external, independent hosNng of teller nodes which the VA component will
communicate with.
For elecNon transparency, Selene also relies upon being able to publish informaNon to a Web BulleNn
Board (WBB), which is a storage mechanism which prevents modiﬁcaNon of any informaNon which
has been published to it, thus maintaining a reliable record of the elecNon. In the demonstrator, the
role of the WBB will therefore be taken by the DL.
The following summarises the key stages of the Selene process, highlighNng which elements are to
be implemented within the PI, VE and VA components for the demonstrator, and where the DL takes
the role of the WBB.

Set-up
The set-up process iniNalises all of the elecNon cryptographic parameters and therefore corresponds
to processing performed by PI, with data published via DI to the DL.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Generate elecNon parameters, including cryptographic keys [PI].
Generate and encrypt tracker numbers [PI].
Publish public elements of the elecNon parameters and encrypted tracker numbers to the [DL].
Mix the encrypted tracker numbers and assign one (encrypted) to each voter voters [PI]. Mixing
ensures that plaintext tracker numbers cannot be associated with a voter.
5. Generate tracker number commitments for all tellers in the mix using each voter’s public key
[the demonstrator will generate key pairs for all voters] and publish [DL].
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Vo(ng
During voNng, each voter casts their vote, which is encrypted and signed. In the demonstrator, to
minimise disrupNon to the exisNng ERS system, and in parNcular because of vote cancellaNon,
encrypNon of votes will occur a_er voNng has closed and will be performed by VE, with data
published via DI to the DL.
1. Voter casts their signed and encrypted vote, which is only accepted if there is not a duplicate
entry [VE].
2. Encrypted votes are published [DI] to the [DL], but only made public once the elecNon has closed.

Mixing and Decryp(on
Mixing of encrypted tracker numbers and vote pairs ensures that, when decrypted, no plaintext vote
can be associated with a voter. This is performed by VA, with data published via DI to the DL.
1. For each vote, the encrypted tracker number and encrypted vote are extracted and shuﬄed to
anonymise the voter [VA].
2. A threshold set of tellers decrypt the tracker number and vote pairs [in the demonstrator we
have a threshold of four] which are published [DI] to the [DL].
3. Voters are sent the informaNon needed to reveal their tracker number using their public key
[ERS].
4. Voters obtain their tracker number from an a and b pair, and use the tracker number to look-up
their vote [DI], or generate new informa(on needed to obtain a diﬀerent tracker number in the
case of coercion [in the demonstrator, the genera0on of voter veriﬁca0on parameters for a
diﬀerent tracker number in the case of coercion is not being implemented].

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER
The distributed ledger in the demonstrator provides the append-only data store required by Selene.
The DL technology to be used in the demonstrator will be Quorum [11]. This is a permissioned
plauorm based upon Ethereum [12], which enables proof-of-authority nodes to be used in the
consensus algorithm.
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ARCHITECTURE
The ERS system is a separate so_ware soluNon which will be modiﬁed to integrate the required
veriﬁability funcNons, interfacing with the other components in the demonstrator via CSV ﬁles. Since
the PI, VE and VA are the only components which require the use of cryptographic operaNons within
the Selene scheme, and will be operaNng as standalone elements within the secure network on
private data, it is sensible to group these funcNons into a single Private VMV so_ware program which
can be run from the command line with the corresponding input CSV ﬁles. In contrast, the DI
component is intended to provide both public and private access to the DL, allowing administrators
to publish data and voters to look up data. To achieve this, it must run a web user interface and this
Public VMV will therefore be a separate so_ware service running in the cloud. Finally, the DL consists
of third-party so_ware deployed as a series of communicaNng nodes held securely at diﬀerent
premises and accessible from the DI. The demonstrator therefore consists of four so_ware elements
as shown in Figure 2, together with their interacNons.

ERS System

Public VMV
Voter

Secure Network

Voter

ERS Secure Network

DI

Administrator

CSV

Secure Network(s)

Private VMV

DL
VE

PI

VA
Node

Node

Administrator
FIGURE 2: DEMONSTRATOR SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

ERS SYSTEM
As exisNng so_ware, the ERS system will be modiﬁed to include the required funcNons and data
stores. Except for storage of the overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters, changes for data storage are
anNcipated to only require addiNonal ﬁelds in the vote results table, including ﬁelds for the encrypted
tracker number as an a and b pair, a voter’s public encrypNon key, a voter’s private signing key and
the voter’s encrypted vote. The overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters can be held securely as a
separate ﬁle.
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PRIVATE VMV
Although computers running on the ERS secure network run Microso_ so_ware, in order to ease
development and provide some level of conﬁdence that the developed programs will run on
unknown hardware (or virtual machines), the Private VMV will be developed using Java [13].
Java provides portability, while third-party libraries, such as Bouncy Castle [14], provide industryproven implementaNons of cryptographic funcNons. To further ease development, the Spring [15]
framework will be used, with the program deployed within a Maven-built JAR ﬁle [16]. Spring enables
the rapid development of Java code using dependency injecNon to promote loose coupling of classes.
With Spring Boot [17], a Maven-built JAR ﬁle contains all required third-party dependencies for an
applicaNon, which can be run simply from the command line using Java. One important note for
cryptographic operaNons with Java is the previous use of limited key lengths (for US export laws). For
any installaNon of Java prior to version 9, to use ‘unlimited’ strength cryptography, the Java
installaNon needs modiﬁcaNon (cf. [18]). From Java 9 onwards, ‘unlimited’ strength policies are
installed and used by default. The demonstrator will require the use of Java’s ‘unlimited’ strength
policies.
By combining the PI, VE and VA components together in the single Private VMV program, common
operaNons can be shared between each component, such as (creaNng or) loading and using the
overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters. To enable the diﬀerent component operaNons to be selected
from the command line, Spring Shell [19] will be used to support command line operaNon of the Java
program.
Shuﬄing of votes will be achieved using Veriﬁcatum [20]. This enables the shuﬄing of votes using a
number of independent teller nodes. The demonstrator will therefore consist of (at least) four
installaNons of Veriﬁcatum nodes to enable shuﬄing. The VA will then interface with Veriﬁcatum to
complete the shuﬄe.
It is anNcipated that separate Veriﬁcatum nodes will be run by ERS, the University of Surrey and King’s
College London, depending upon available hardware (or virtual machines). For example, a node can
be run on an AWS instance such that the node is protected behind a ﬁrewall that will only permit
access by administrators and the Private VMV (say, via whitelisted IP addresses).

PUBLIC VMV
The Public VMV provides a web service to enable the publishing of data to the DL and includes a user
interface to enable the browsing and searching of the published data, such as looking up a vote using
an a and b pair.
The Public VMV is therefore a public-facing service, running in the cloud, which can be accessed via
an Internet address for voter and administrator funcNons. Administrator funcNons, such as
publishing data, will be secured to enable authorised access only.
To enable rapid development the Public VMV will be wri\en in Ruby [21] using the Ruby on Rails
framework [22]. Ruby on Rails provides support for a model-view-controller (MVC) development
which lends itself well to the development of web services and web user interfaces using RESTful
requests. Alongside this, Ruby on Rails also provides support for authenNcaNon and security either
built-in or via third-party plug-ins (known as gems). Ruby on Rails applicaNons can be easily deployed
to cloud infrastructure, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) [23] using ElasNc Beanstalk [24].

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER
The DL will run Quorum nodes, which provide an interface which can be used by websites or via
JavaScript to execute smart contracts within the blockchain. The demonstrator will therefore consist
of (at least) four installaNons of Quorum with suitable conﬁguraNon and smart contracts to enable
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proof-of-authority to execute transacNons on the blockchain. The DL will then interface to the
blockchain to publish data, while also using the interface to allow the content of the blockchain to
be browsed or searched.
Similar to Veriﬁcatum nodes, it is anNcipated that separate Quorum nodes will be run by ERS, the
University of Surrey and King’s College London. Quorum nodes will only allow access for
administrators and the Public VMV.

ERS SYSTEM
Requirements: EI1, EI2, EI3, EI4, EI5, EI8, EI9, ER1, ER2, ER3, ER4, ER5, ER6, ER7, ER8, ER9, ER10,
ER11, ER12, ER13, OP2, OP4
Interfaces:

ExisNng ERS system and user interfaces; CSV ﬁles

The ERS system will be modiﬁed to enable the operaNons of the PI, VE and VA to be performed.
To support the operaNons of the PI, the ERS system shall provide a means to export voter informaNon
[EI1, ER1], which will include the unique idenNﬁer for each voter [ER2]. Once the PI has completed
generaNng the veriﬁcaNon parameters, the ERS system will be able to import the overall elecNon
veriﬁcaNon parameters [EI2] from a CSV ﬁle and store them [ER3]. This could be just the storage of
the CSV ﬁle, as the parameters themselves are not used by the ERS system. Similarly, the system will
be able to import voter veriﬁcaNon parameters [EI3] and store these [ER5]. It is anNcipated that these
voter veriﬁcaNon parameters will be stored as columns within the database table that is currently
used to store a voter’s security credenNals and plaintext vote (once cast). Both the overall elecNon
and voter veriﬁcaNon parameters will be stored persistently [OP2] with appropriate back-up [OP4].
To support the operaNons of the VE and VA, the ERS system will be able to export [EI4] the overall
elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters [ER4] and voter veriﬁcaNon parameters [ER6] which were generated
by the PI and stored by the ERS system. For the VE, exporNng of the cast plaintext votes will also be
supported from the database table [EI5, ER12], and this will include the unique idenNﬁer for each
voter, veriﬁcaNon parameters and cancellaNon ﬂag [ER13].
Via the CMS, when a voter logs into the system to vote, they will be presented with an opNon to
register for vote veriﬁcaNon [EI8, ER7]. The system will record the voter’s registraNon when casNng
their vote, if selected, and follow this up with an email [EI9, ER8] with the voter’s veriﬁcaNon
parameters. During the elecNon, these parameters will only be those elements which the voter is
allowed to have prior to the elecNon period ﬁnishing (in Selene, this is the b) [ER9]. A_er the elecNon,
another email will be sent to all those registered for veriﬁcaNon which will include all of the required
veriﬁcaNon parameters (in Selene, the a and b, but this will also include the tracker number) [ER11],
together with instrucNons on how to verify their vote [ER10].

PRIVATE VMV
Requirements: EI1, EI2, EI3, EI4, EI5, EI6, EI7, EI10, PI1, PI2, PI3, VE1, VE2, VE3, VE4, VA1, VA2, VA3,
VA4, OP1
Interfaces:

Spring Shell commands and parameters; CSV ﬁles

The Private VMV will be a built as a Java [13] command line program, using Spring Boot [17] and
Spring Shell [19] to provide a single Java archive which can be installed [OP1] and executed with
appropriate commands on a computer (or virtual machine) within the ERS secure network which has
access to the required private data [EI10] or externally to generate voter key pairs. For example, to
obtain help on the available command line parameters, run the applicaNon JAR ﬁle using:
java -jar private-vmv.jar
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and then obtain a list of the available commands using
shell:> help

where “shell:>” is the Spring Shell prompt.

VERIFICATION PARAMETER INITIALISATION (PI)
The funcNons of the PI allow the veriﬁcaNon parameters to be generated and will be run in two stages
when the elecNon is ﬁrst set-up.

Externally to ERS
To create and export a new set of overall elecNon veriﬁcaNon parameters [EI2, PI2], enter the
following shell command:
shell:> create-election-parameters
--publish public-election-params.csv
--name <name>
--no-tellers |
--number-of-tellers <tellers> --threshold-tellers <threshold>
--dsa-l 3072 --dsa-n 256 --prime-certainty 128

This will create the parameters and export them to the “public-election-params.csv” CSV
ﬁle, which can be published to the DL. The “<name>” of the elecNon, the number of “<tellers>”
and the “<threshold>” number of tellers are used to iniNalise the tracker number and vote mix
tellers. If “no-tellers” is supplied, then no tellers are used (no Veriﬁcatum). The “dsa-l”,
“dsa-n” and “prime-certainty” parameters are used to control the strength of the generated
keys.
Once the elecNon parameters have been deﬁned, each mix-net teller can be iniNalised using the
following commands:
shell:> create-teller
--election public-election-params.csv
--teller <teller>
--ip <ip>
--teller-port <teller-port>
--hint-port <hint-port>
--publish teller-information-<teller>.xml

This will use the previously generated public elecNon parameters “public-electionparams.csv” CSV ﬁle to create the local teller parameters. The “<teller>” number is a unique
integer from 1 to the total number of tellers inclusive. The “<ip>” address is the IP address (or DNS
name) of the host at which the teller can be contacted, with “<teller-port>” the main port
number for the teller and “<hint-port>” the hint port number used to check if the teller is
available (see [20] for details). The output “teller-information-<teller>.xml” XML ﬁle
contains the Veriﬁcatum parameters for the teller which should be shared with all other tellers.
Once a teller has been created and all the output ﬁles shared with each teller, these teller informaNon
ﬁles need to be merged on each teller using:
shell:> merge-teller
--election public-election-params.csv
--teller <teller>
--teller-information teller-information-1.xml ...

For teller “<teller>” and using the previously generated public elecNon parameters “publicelection-params.csv” CSV ﬁle, this will merge all of the teller informaNon ﬁles starNng with
“teller-information-1.xml” up to “teller-information-n.xml”, where “n” is the
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total number of tellers. The ﬁles should be given in the correct order. This command will fail if there
are insuﬃcient teller informaNon ﬁles supplied.
To create and export the elecNon keys using Veriﬁcatum [EI2, PI2], enter the following shell
command:
shell:> create-election-keys
--election public-election-params.csv
--teller <teller>
--output election-keys.csv
--publish public-election-keys.csv

For teller “<teller>” and using the previously generated public elecNon parameters “publicelection-params.csv” CSV ﬁle to create the elecNon keys and export the private (if available)
and public key to “election-keys.csv”, and the public key, for publicaNon to the DL, to the
“public-election-keys.csv” CSV ﬁle.
To create and export the voter keys [EI3, PI3], the following shell commands will be used:
shell:> create-voters-keys
--election public-election-params.csv
--number-of-voters <number>
--output voters-keys.csv
--publish public-voters-keys.csv

This will use the previously generated public elecNon parameters “public-electionparams.csv” CSV ﬁle and the number of voters “<number>” to create the private and public
aspects of the voter veriﬁcaNon parameters and export them to the “voters-keys.csv” CSV ﬁle.
The public elements of the voter veriﬁcaNon parameters which will be stored by ERS and published
to the DL will be exported to the “public-voters-keys.csv” CSV ﬁle.
If voters are creaNng and holding their own key pairs, then the following command can be used by
each voter to create their encrypNon and signature keys:
shell:> voter-create-keys
--election public-election-params.csv
--output voter-keys.csv
--publish public-voter-keys.csv

This will use the previously generated public elecNon parameters “public-electionparams.csv” CSV ﬁle to create the private and public aspects of the voter veriﬁcaNon parameters
for a single voter and export them to the “voter-keys.csv” CSV ﬁle. The public elements of the
voter veriﬁcaNon parameters which can published to the DL will be exported to the “publicvoter-keys.csv” CSV ﬁle.
Once the number of voters is known, then the tracker numbers can be created:
shell:> create-tracker-numbers
--election public-election-params.csv public-election-keys.csv
--number-of-voters <number>
--publish public-tracker-numbers.csv

This will use the previously generated public elecNon parameters “public-electionparams.csv” and keys “public-election-keys.csv” CSV ﬁles and the number of voters
“<number>” to create the tracker numbers and export them to the “public-trackernumbers.csv” CSV ﬁle. Since the tracker numbers are not associated with voters and the
encrypted tracker numbers will be re-encrypted, the plaintext and encrypted tracker numbers can
be published to the DL.
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Before tracker numbers can be associated with voters, they need to be shuﬄed such that the original
plaintext tracker number cannot be associated with a voter, who is associated only with an encrypted
tracker number. To do this, run:
shell:> shuffle-tracker-numbers
--election public-election-params.csv
--teller <teller>
--tracker-numbers public-tracker-numbers.csv
--publish shuffled-tracker-numbers.csv shuffle-proofs-<teller>.zip

For teller “<teller>” and using the previously generated [EI4, EI6] public elecNon parameters
“public-election-params.csv” CSV ﬁle and the public tracker numbers “publictracker-numbers.csv” CSV ﬁle to create the list of shuﬄed tracker numbers and export them
to the “shuffled-tracker-numbers.csv”. This ﬁle and the “shuffle-proofs<teller>.zip” ﬁle can be published to the DL.
Once shuﬄed, encrypted tracker numbers are associated with voter encrypNon public keys and
corresponding encrypted commitment values are generated. These commitment values will be used
by the voter to verify their vote. To create the encrypted commitment values, run:
shell:> create-commitments
--election public-election-params.csv public-election-keys.csv
--teller <teller>
--voters public-voters-keys.csv
--tracker-numbers shuffled-tracker-numbers.csv
--output commitments-<teller>.csv
--publish public-commitments-<teller>.csv
commitments-proofs-<teller>.csv

For teller “<teller>” and using the previously generated [EI4, EI6] public elecNon parameters
“public-election-params.csv” and keys “public-election-keys.csv” CSV ﬁles,
the voter parameters “public-voters-keys.csv” CSV ﬁle and the shuﬄed tracker numbers
“shuffled-tracker-numbers.csv” CSV ﬁle to create the list of shuﬄed tracker numbers and
their beta commitments allocated to a voter key pair and export them to the “commitments<teller>.csv” and “public-commitments-<teller>.csv” CSV ﬁles, where
“<teller>” should be subsNtuted with the teller number. These ﬁles write the commitments in
the same order as the provided list of voters. The “public-commitments-<teller>.csv”
and “commitments-proofs-<teller>.csv” ﬁles may be published.
The ﬁnal stage of creaNng all of the required data is to decrypt the commitments. To do this, run:
shell:> decrypt-commitments
--election public-election-params.csv election-keys.csv
--voters public-voters-keys.csv
--tracker-numbers shuffled-tracker-numbers.csv
--commitments public-commitments-1.csv ...
--publish public-voters.csv decrypt-proofs-<teller>.zip

This will use the previously generated [EI4, EI6] public elecNon parameters “public-electionparams.csv” and public and private keys “election-keys.csv” CSV ﬁles, the public voter
parameters “public-voters-keys.csv” CSV ﬁle, the shuﬄed tracker numbers “shuffledtracker-numbers.csv” CSV ﬁle and the previously generated encrypted commitments
“public-commitments-<teller>.csv” for every “<teller>” to decrypt the
commitments and create the consolidated list of public voter data “public-voters.csv” CSV
ﬁle. The “public-voters.csv” and “decrypt-proofs-<teller>.zip” may be
published.
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Within the ERS Secure Network
To associate the create parameters with voters:
shell:> associate-voters
--election public-election-params.csv public-election-keys.csv
--voters public-voters.csv ers-voters.csv
--output ers-associated-voters.csv
--publish public-associated-voters.csv

This will use the previously generated public elecNon parameters “public-electionparams.csv” and keys “public-election-keys.csv” CSV ﬁles, the pre-allocated list of
voters with encrypted tracker numbers and commitments “public-voters.csv”, and the voter
data “ers-voters.csv” CSV ﬁle [EI1] exported from the ERS system [PI1], and associate each
voter with their keys, encrypted tracker number and commitments. The private and public
parameters of the associaNon are exported to the “ers-associated-voters.csv” CSV ﬁle for
import into the ERS system, while the public parameters are exported to the “publicassociated-voters.csv” CSV ﬁle, which can be published to the DL.
OpNonally, to map the arbitrary, plaintext vote opNons to opNon numbers in the group:
shell:> map-vote-options
--election public-election-params.csv
--vote-options ers-vote-options.csv
--publish public-vote-options.csv

This will use the previously generated public elecNon parameters “public-electionparams.csv” and the supplied list of vote opNons “ers-vote-options.csv” CSV ﬁles. Each
vote opNon will be mapped to an opNon number in the elecNon parameter group. The resulNng
“public-voter-options.csv” CSV ﬁle can be published to the DL.

VOTE ENCRYPTION (VE)
The funcNon of the VE is to encrypt and sign the plaintext votes using the pre-created parameters.
During this stage, the alpha part of the commitment is also created and associated with the voter.
Each encrypted vote is also checked to ensure uniqueness as required by Selene.
To encrypt and sign and export the encrypted tracker number and encrypted vote pairs [EI6, VE4],
enter the following shell command:
shell:> encrypt-votes
--election public-election-params.csv public-election-keys.csv
--voters voters-keys.csv ers-plaintext-voters.csv
encrypt-proofs.csv
--votes ers-vote-options.csv
--commitments commitments-1.csv ...
--output ers-encrypted-voters.csv
--publish public-encrypted-voters.csv public-vote-options.csv
encrypt-proofs.csv

This will use the previously generated [EI4, EI5] public elecNon parameters “public-electionparams.csv” and keys “public-election-keys.csv” CSV ﬁles [VE1], the private and
public voter parameters “voters-keys.csv”, the voter data with their cast votes “ersplaintext-voters.csv” and “ers-encrypt-proofs.csv” exported from the ERS
system, vote opNons “ers-vote-options.csv” and private teller commitment data
“commitments-<teller>.csv” CSV ﬁles [VE2, VE3] to create the encrypted and signed votes
and export them to the “ers-encrypted-voters.csv” CSV ﬁle, which contains the voter data as
well as the encrypted votes which can be re-imported into ERS. The “voters-keys.csv” or
“ers-encrypt-proofs.csv” ﬁles are opNonal depending upon whether votes are encrypted
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externally. The “public-encrypted-voters.csv”, “public—voter-options.csv” and
“encrypt-proofs.csv” CSV ﬁles can be published to the DL.
If externally created voter keys are being used, then alternaNvely to the above, a voter can encrypt
their vote using the following command:
shell:> voter-encrypt-vote
“<vote>”
--election public-election-params.csv public-election-keys.csv
--voter voter-keys.csv
--votes public-vote-options.csv
--publish public-encrypted-voter.csv encrypt-proof.csv

This will use the previously generated [EI4, EI5] public elecNon parameters “public-electionparams.csv” and keys “public-election-keys.csv” CSV ﬁles [VE1], the private and
public voter parameters for the voter “voter-keys.csv” and the vote opNons “public-voteoptions.csv” CSV ﬁles [VE2, VE3] to encrypt the “<vote>” and sign it. The encrypted vote and
its signature are exported to the “public-encrypted-voter.csv” CSV ﬁle, which contains just
the encrypted vote, its signature and the voter’s public keys. The “ers-encrypt-proof.csv”
ﬁle contains the proof of encrypNon. All of these output ﬁles can be published, and the “publicencrypted-voter.csv” CSV ﬁle should be aggregated together with all other encrypted votes for
vote anonymisaNon and decrypNon.

VOTE ANONYMISATION AND DECRYPTION (VA)
The funcNon of the VA is to anonymise and decrypt the encrypted votes using the pre-created
parameters. The anonymisaNon process follows the shuﬄe deﬁned for Selene and is provided as a
separate command to allow the shuﬄe to be run on or oﬀ site from ERS. Typically the shuﬄe will be
run oﬀ site, whereas a veriﬁcaNon of the produced data must be run from within the ERS network.

Externally to ERS
To shuﬄe the encrypted votes and decrypt them [EI7, VA4], enter the following shell command:
shell:> mix-votes
--election public-election-params.csv election-keys.csv
--teller <teller>
--votes public-vote-options.csv
--tracker-numbers public-tracker-numbers.csv
--voters public-encrypted-voters.csv
--publish public-mixed-voters.csv mix-proofs-<teller>.zip

For teller “<teller>” and using the previously generated [EI4, EI6] public elecNon parameters
“public-election-params.csv” and keys “election-keys.csv” CSV ﬁles [VA1], the
“public-vote-options.csv” and “public-tracker-numbers.csv” ﬁles, and the
encrypted votes “public-encrypted-votes.csv” CSV ﬁle [VA2, VA3] generated by the VE to
create the list of shuﬄed and decrypted votes, and save them to the “public-mixedvoters.csv” CSV ﬁle. This la\er ﬁle and the “mix-proofs-<teller>.zip” ﬁle can be
published to the DL.

Within the ERS Secure Network
To verify that one or more voter’s data has been published correctly, a voter’s alpha and beta
commitments can be decrypted using the voter’s private encrypNon key to check that the
corresponding tracker number and plaintext vote are correct. This can be achieved using the
following shell command:
shell:> voter-decrypt-tracker-number
--election public-election-params.csv
--alpha <alpha> --beta <beta> --public-key <public-key>
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--tracker-numbers public-tracker-numbers.csv
--voters voters-keys.csv

For the selected “<alpha>”, “<beta>” and “<public-key>” for a voter, this will use the
previously generated public elecNon parameters “public-election-params.csv”, the
private and public voter parameters “voters-keys.csv” and the published tracker numbers
“public-tracker-numbers.csv” CSV ﬁles to ﬁnd the voter’s corresponding private
encrypNon key, decrypt their alpha and beta to obtain the tracker number in the group, and match
this to the voter’s tracker, which will be output.

PUBLIC VMV
Requirements: EI3, EI6, EI7, EI11, EI12, DI1, DI2, DI3, DI4, DI5, DI6, DI7, DI8, DI9, DI10, OP1, OP5,
DC1, SS1, SS2
Interfaces:

Receive administrator and voter RESTful requests; Send RESTful requests to DL

The Public VMV will be a built as a Ruby on Rails [22] web applicaNon which can be installed [OP1]
and executed on a server (or virtual machine) to provide a web interface via a public Internet
interface [OP5].
The service will provide a web user interface serving HTML, CSS [6] and JavaScript [5] web pages
[DC1]. All pages will be served using an SSL cerNﬁcate [SS2]. Public pages will be provided to give a
home page (‘/’) and about page (‘/about’) to allow visiNng users, such as voters [EI12], to obtain
further informaNon about the project and the veriﬁcaNon.
From these public pages, an administrator will be able to login (‘/login’) using a username and
password to access administrator-only funcNons [SS1]. These pages will include an overall
conﬁguraNon page which will be used to set service opNons, such as whether voters can look-up
votes once the elecNon has ﬁnished (and a_er the anonymised and decrypted votes have been
published), and pages for administrators to publish data [DI1].

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER INTERFACE (DI)
The DI funcNons enable administrators to publish elecNon informaNon to the DL, and for voters to
browse and search published informaNon from the DL [DI10, EI11].
An authorised administrator will be able to upload the publishable elements for an elecNon’s data
and voter veriﬁcaNon parameters for publicaNon to the DL. This includes data for the elecNon
parameters [DI2, DI3] output by the PI component [EI3], encrypted votes [DI4, DI5] output from the
VE component [EI6], and anonymised and decrypted tracker number and plaintext vote pairs [DI6,
DI7] output from the VA component [EI7].
Once enabled by an administrator, public pages will be made available to allow voters to browse
through the published elecNon data [DI8], and to search for their plaintext vote [DI9]. An
administrator shall be able to enable or disable public visibility of the data. However, this will not
aﬀect what is published on the DL, only the accessibility of the data via the DI. This will enable
administrators to check the data prior to making it visible.
When a voter has entered their a and b pair to obtain their tracker number, and subsequently
veriﬁed their vote, they will be prompted to take part in an electronic survey. The survey will be
developed and maintained externally to the DI using, for example, SurveyMonkey [25].
Note that while we use the same endpoints for both voter browsing and administrator publishing of
DL data, the operaNons performed by the endpoint will depend upon user authenNcaNon and the
associated RESTful verb for the request. For example, when available, a voter may browse the
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decrypted votes by sending a GET request to the associated endpoint, while an authenNcated
administrator can send a POST request to the send endpoint to publish data to the DL.

DISTRIBUTED LEDGER
Requirements: DI1, DI8, OP1, OP3, OP4
Interfaces:

Quorum interface

The DL will be implemented using (at least) four Quorum nodes so that data can be published [DI1]
or retrieved [DI8] by the DI. Each node will be installed to appropriate hardware (or virtual machine)
[OP1] with access granted only to the DI and administrators, and storage which is persistent [OP3]
and backed-up [OP4].
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